Infiniti g20 2000

Infiniti's original G20 departed the ranks in , leaving a hole in Infiniti's entry-level slot, and was
followed to pasture in by Infiniti's small-but-luxurious sedan, the J With the badge-engineered
I30 and the slow-selling Q45 flagship as Infiniti's sole passenger-car offerings, the company
needed a quick fix to bring people back into showrooms. Last year marked the return of an
all-new G20 that was designed to breathe some life back into the Infiniti lineup. This small
Infiniti promises buyers a stimulating and luxurious experience. Because prospective owners
were concerned last year by the fact that this entry-luxury model had the lowest horsepower
and torque ratings, the slowest acceleration times, and one of the stingiest standard-equipment
lists in its class, Infiniti has made some changes to the car for Gaining five extra horsepower,
the G20's improved 2. Two revamped transmissions are available: a new five-speed manual with
revised first-, second- and fourth-gear ratios and a four-speed automatic with hydraulic control.
Also new is a variable capacity muffler with dual tip outlets and a ,mile tune-up interval. Infiniti
added anti-glare coating to the outside mirrors and an auto-off headlight function that turns the
lights off 45 seconds after the key is removed from the ignition. For extra safety, Infiniti installed
an engine immobilizer, revised remote keyless-entry transmitter with trunk release, and an
optional In Vehicle Communication System IVCS. The G20 is an attractive set of wheels and,
with its many improvements for , it may compete better against the Audis and BMWs that young
up-and-comers are interested in. We know that the Infiniti dealer body is respectful and
courteous to consumers, and that the warranty coverage at Infiniti is more generous than at
Nissan, but we aren't completely convinced that better deals can't be found elsewhere.
Available styles include Touring 4dr Sedan, and 4dr Sedan. Doing so could save you hundreds
or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Is it better to lease or buy a car?
Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Motor gives up too many ponies to the
competition. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. The G20 entry-level compact receives numerous mechanical
improvements, exterior and interior enhancements and safety additions for , including more
horsepower, revised transmissions and a new muffler. Read more. Write a review See all 34
reviews. Read less. Im 18 yrs old and i always wanted a g20 finally my parents purchased me
one for my graduation gift. The interior is so cozy and the exterior is so stylish. Believe me
when i tell you this car is extremely safe. Last week another car ran a stop sign and hit the side
of my car. Right away the side airbag came out and i did not even have a scratch on me. I am so
thankful i did not get hurt and i cant wait until my g20 gets fixed. My G20 is approaching 10
years and I am original owner. This car has been like a tank. It's held up very well with no
mechanical problems. I've changed brake pads front and batteries twice and tires once. I got
nissan brand wiper blade replacement which are much better than anything else. I changed air
filter a few times. Engine is so reliable that it still idles at , same as original factory preset.
Suspension still good, but of course not quite as perfect as new. Stereo, cd and cassette same
as new. Steering has not lost any feel after all these years. Clearly Infiniti built this so solidly
and it was made in Japan. I bought this car after selling my '99 Audi A4. The performance and
handling do not match the Audi of course, but so far this car is much more reliable. You don't
see too many of these on the road either which I like. Overall, I'd recommend this as a quality
used vehicle to consider. It's just not as fun as the Audi or my previous VW Jetta's. But that's
okay, it's also not in the shop every three months like those German makes. Write a review. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
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got nissan brand wiper blade replacement which are much better than anything else. I changed
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